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television soap operas Category:Tamil children's television seriesQ: using in_array with a variable I am trying to check if a certain string is in an array $phones = array('100', '2000', '3000', '4000'); I get the name of the variable by reference and then I want to pass the names into the in_array function. This is what I tried so far and it does not work: foreach($phones as $phone) {

if(in_array($phone, $solution)) { $solution = $phone; } } If I echo the $solution value, it is correct but the if statement does not evaluate to true. Is there something wrong with the way I am passing the variable name into the in_array function? A: You're looking for the array_search() function, which will do what you want, and is provided exactly for this reason: $phones = array('100', '2000',
'3000', '4000'); foreach ($phones as $phone) { if (in_array($phone, array_search($phone, $solution))) { $solution = $phone; } } Cancer in deployed US Army soldiers: a forty-year follow-up study. The military is becoming an increasingly popular career path for young persons seeking to serve their country. In return for military service, soldiers are subjected to exposures unique to their

profession in the presence of armed conflict and combat. An increasing proportion of these young service members may develop cancer and, particularly among those deployed in support of sustained military operations, it is expected that some may be diagnosed with neurocognitive impairments and severe traumatic brain injury. This series investigates the cancer incidence in US Army soldiers
in an effort to determine its significance on the overall burden of cancer. Retrospective cohort study of cancer rates in d4474df7b8
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